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Abstract

With the inception of Internet of Things(IoT) in the recent years, technology has leveled up to the development 
a new self-realizing technology called as “Edge Computing”. This had led to the edge of the network 
transforming from a data consumer to a data producer and second to a data consumer.

Edge computing faces the prime concerns of quick response time to critical applications, bandwidth cost 
saving of data transmission over the network, data safety and privacy due to smaller sized networks.

In this paper, we have positioned the SmartCabinet solution to efficiently enable the IT infrastructure of edge 
applications and many more. The SmartCabinet itself due to its eminent features can very well be positioned 
into diverse market places so as to effectively suit the customers requirement to the fullest.

Introduction

IoT creates a large quantum of data generated by things that are a key functioning to our existence. This has 
led to devices getting smarter everyday for data generation and consumption. Most of the interactive devices 
like mobile phones, TV, computers, laptops, tablet phones, radio-sets utilize smart features which enable users 
to perform daily tasks with ease. These devices need a smarter and progressive system which can enable the 
functionality smoothly as well as cater to the never ending expansion needs.

The SmartCabinet solution by Vertiv is designed to support such applications wherein continuous connectivity 
and reliability is of utmost importance. With unparalleled capabilities of monitoring and control, the 
SmartCabinet reciprocates exactly to the demands of smart device supported applications.

Statistical Information

By 2019, 45% of IoT-created data will be stored, processed, analyzed, and acted upon close to, or at the edge of, the 
2network  .

By 2019, data produced by people, machines, and things will reach 500 zettabytes, as estimated by Cisco Global Cloud 
1Index, however, the global data center IP traffic will only reach 10.4 zettabytes by that time .  This would be a result of the 

increase in digital socialization over an interactive network.

Application Requirement

Navigation/Location search Quick response to users in real time

Content Handling Filtering/aggregation to be done to reduce transmission 

A/V Analytics Location-wise specific target sharing of video/audio content

Dispersed data Large population individually transmitting small quantities of data 

Low latency Simplified network for health emergency and public safety services

Collaborative Edge Data sharing and collaboration for enterprises in multiple domains

Need of the hour – assisting interactive applications

At the edge, there is a lot of scope to improve the services of interactive applications, some of which are 
mentioned below



To meet these requirements by IT/Facility managers, the following concerns need to be addressed

Time to 
deploy?

Space 
occupied?

Security 
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Reduce 
response 

time?

Managing 
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vendors? Control & 

Monitoring 
features?

Maintenance  
& Trouble 
shooting?

Remote 
monitoring 

feature?

IT / Facility 
Managers 
Concerns

The main focus of SmartCabinet solution is to focus on the interactive applications in segregated markets and 
tap the potential usage with features that can provide a solution to all of the above questions.

Interactive Edge applications

Let us consider some specific IT infrastructure applications wherein there is a lot of interactive service that are 
provided to the customers.

Retail and Wholesale stores

Ÿ To process payments faster, dedicated servers are required at the 
retail outlet which process the transactional data locally.

Ÿ The operational network for a chain of stores depends on the 
centralized server at a remote location wherein all the data 
(transactional, stock details, inventory) are processed and stored. 

Ÿ This is one of the most significant reasons why the customers 
face problems like longer queues during peak hours, slow 
responsiveness to transactional requests, connectivity concerns.

Vertiv Solution

By positioning a SmartCabinet at the every retail store for a chain of networks, the following benefits can be 
availed

Ÿ Quicker response time due to shorter network path and limited dependency on the centralized server.

Ÿ Data processing requests can be easily mapped and responded at the store itself.

Ÿ Faster transactions would provide a hassle free check-out for every customer.



Educational Institutes

Advancements in today's teaching methods has led to high dependency on 
computers with server networks. For this, there are specific databanks located in 
the institutes infrastructure like

Ÿ Libraries – which are extensively used for collection, storage, and accessibility 
of latest information that are required to be updated frequently.

Ÿ Laboratories – which are used to conduct experiments need to store the 
information related to the procedures, outcomes, and corrective actions.

Ÿ Classroom teaching – where the complexity in the educational method is 
broken down into easy and valuable teachings from a knowledge bank. 

All of these databanks require data to be stored, efficiently sorted and easily 
retrievable.

Most of these institutes rely on traditional centralized network with concerns such 
as:

Ÿ Updating content which is specific to an institute.

Ÿ Handling and uploading the administrative & financial data

Ÿ Issues related to data piracy and data leakage 

Vertiv Solution

Ÿ With a local network set-up at every institute connected to a centralized server, SmartCabinet can 

Ÿ Save a lot of bandwidth being closer to the data producer and consumer

Ÿ Knowledge sharing in real time can be stored and processed inside the institutes facility

Ÿ Data management becomes much more easy 

Ÿ Modularity of SmartCabinet can meet future requirements. 

Ÿ Updated data can be downloaded from the servers on a fixed time frame basis.

Healthcare Center
Ÿ For such applications, the major concerns are to maintain 

their patients medical treatment records along with tracking 
the consumption, replenishment, new medicines.

Ÿ Orders for medication from a centralized server for each 
medical centre. In an emergency, pre-planning or quick 
ordering from centralized server is quite time consuming.

Ÿ It is of prime importance that the response time should be as 
quick as possible for a healthcare center to fulfil its purpose.

Vertiv Solution

Ÿ By deploying the SmartCabinet Solution at every healthcare facility, 

Ÿ Stock keeping can be maintained by directly ordering it from the source. 

Ÿ Individually maintaining a database at each centre would make data management much easy. 

Ÿ If every healthcare facility has their own locally managed database, they can communicate with each 
other by means of a Collaborative Edge concept to fulfill each others emergency requirements based on 
well defined priorities.



Broadcast and Entertainment shows

Ÿ Recently, live TV has become a latest fad. It is most frustrating 
when a broadcast is delayed or has an A/V lag due to faulty 
transmission.

Ÿ In most scenarios, data is produced and consumed from smart 
devices like mobile phones, handycams, TV, notebooks etc. 

Ÿ With a traditional network type, the bandwidth required is huge 
for the source as well as the destination device.

Vertiv Solution

SmartCabinet when placed at the edge of the network can help in 

Ÿ Simplifying the network and easily relay the data. 

Ÿ Region specific live news to transmit over a defined local network to enable faster sharing of data at much 
lower bandwidth. 

Ÿ To spread an emergency message to a specific locality, only the edge network connected to that area 
needs to be accessed drastically reducing the time lag to transmit the message.

Bank ATMs

Ÿ Bank ATM's connect to the centralized server for authorizing 
every transaction. Only on verification of the credentials from 
the main server, the transaction is processed further.

Ÿ In case of outage of the centralized server, all the nodes 
connected to the server collapse causing a massive loss to the 
business.

Ÿ It is essential to isolate every branch from the mainframe server 
to perform daily transactional activities.

Vertiv Solution 

By installing a SmartCabinet at every ATM, every branch acts as a virtually independent entity which helps in 

Ÿ Faster transactional times and lowest downtime. 

Ÿ Other branches will not be affected by any single branch server outage.

Ÿ Monitoring and control of individual server rack can help quickly track frauds, mishaps.

Smart City survelliance

Ÿ Surveillance systems for a specific location get all the data 
transmitted to the central server covering multiple locations.

Ÿ If someone is to be traced in such scenarios, the data is sent 
from all the locations to the mainframe data and then compared 
for a identity confirmation. 

Ÿ This is a tedious process and the results may be misleading as 
data travels through a huge network causing a lot of time delay.



Vertiv Solution

Ÿ Installing a smart cabinet for each area with the survelliance servers being populated in its rack, making 
the searching process location specific which would reduce a huge amount of time as well as faster 
tracking. 

Ÿ It creates a simplified network, well mapped with each area so as to transmit information back to the main 
server only on identity confirmation which would enable faster processing of data.

Vertiv Solution

Ÿ A SmartCabinet for each warehouse of a production facility can connect to the retail network which can 
ease the strain in meeting customers demands.

Ÿ A collaborative network between each SmartCabinet installed at different warehouses could help to 
simplify the distribution and accelerate the delivery times.

Warehouse & Logistics hub

Ÿ A lot of industries require data processing at the warehouses 
which exist at the outer core of their production facility for 
distribution and logistics of goods and services.

Ÿ These industries have practically very little or no space 
allocation for the IT setup in their facility. A computing solution 
needs to be set up in unfinished areas without any room 
preparation activities to isolate the room.

Manufacturing facilities

Ÿ The latest manufacturing techniques involve parts which are 
used in the final component assembly from a lot of vendors from 
the market.

Ÿ Synchronizing the supply and demand for a stipulated time is 
very time consuming due to a significant operational differences 
for manufacturing every product/service.

Vertiv Solution

By installing a SmartCabinet solution for each of the vendor and one at the manufacturer's facility, 

Ÿ A collaborative network can be formed which can help to synchronize the supply and demand within the 
stipulated time.

Ÿ It can help to drastically reduce material wastage, eliminate excess finished goods stock, and can 
facilitate the production as per the demand requirements.

Even applications like Electronic Boards, Advertisement display screens placed at local places, traffic 
signals control and monitoring systems, solar power systems management and control can be appropriate 

places to position SmartCabinet solution.
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Critical Parameters Legacy Solutions SmartCabinet Solution

Integral Architecture All the utilities including server racks, 
power distribution, cooling units, 
monitoring and control have separate 
design entities and vendors. 

A compact cabinet including all the necessary utilities 
which leads to a SPOC, easy troubleshooting, maintenance 
and service, pre-configured and synchronized set of 
components.

Effective space utilization Each of the utility needs separate floor 
space which should include the 
maintenance space as well.

Very effective to position in tight spaces with a 
comparatively much lesser space allocation of ≤ 2.0 sq.m. 

Fast paced projects Installation process follows a pre-
determined sequence & takes  
weeks/months due to many utilities.

Commissioning takes barely 2 days  as entire solution is 
pre-fabricated and pre-wired at the factory before 
shipment. 

Site preparation activities The design architecture of the room 
layouts and the site activities are pre-
planned and executed.

Ready to install at almost every location within the space 
and height 2400mm.  Rules out all the unnecessary civil 
work.  

Environment monitoring Entire solution to be monitored and 
controlled with external set-up.

Built-in monitoring and control feature Quickly adapting to 
fluctuation in loads.

Understanding the 
di�erence in the legacy 
solution v/s SmartCabinet 
solution o�ering

Preliminary differentiation between both the solutions can be done on following parameters

Conclusion

Vertiv's SmartCabinet advantage can prove to be the most effective when placed at various applications at the 
edge of a network. The solutions are designed keeping in perspective the demands of a progressive future to a 
technologically advanced world. Providing tailor-made solutions for every customer to leverage flexibility and 
ease of operation and maintenance. Vertiv's continuous focus is on developing innovations that are customer-
centric and which lead to developing a modernized approach to empower our customers.
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